Glyphs in font Noto Sans Syriac Eastern  
(Everything except the glyphs is in Liberation Mono)

Basic Latin, U+0000-007F
U+0020-3F ()+./ : = !
U+0040-5F [ ]

Latin-1 Supplement, U+0080-00FF
U+00A0-BF « ° »

Combining Diacritical Marks, U+0300-036F
U+0300-1F ~ ~ ~
U+0320-3F ̃ ̄ ̇ ̈ ̊

Arabic, U+0600-06FF
U+0600-1F ، ﬀ ﮩ
U+0620-3F ء
U+0640-5F ـًٌٍَُِّْٕٓٔ
U+0660-7F ﺱ٩٨٧٦٥٤٣٢١٠٪ ﻋ ﻋ ﻋ ﻋ ﻋ ﻋ ﻋ 

Syriac, U+0700-074F
U+0700-1F ܒܓܩܪšܬܠܡܢܣܒܥܦܧܨܩܪܧܬܭܮ
U+0720-3F
U+0740-4F

General Punctuation, U+2000-206F
U+2000-1F
U+2020-3F ...
U+2040-5F /

Mathematical Operators, U+2200-22FF
U+2200-1F −

Box Drawing, U+2500-257F
U+2500-1F ─ ─

Geometric Shapes, U+25A0-25FF
U+25C0-DF ◯

Miscellaneous Symbols, U+2600-26FF
U+2660-7F ‡‡

Arabic Presentation Forms-B, U+FE70-FEFF
U+FEF0-FF